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SECTION 3
General cytogenetics

3.003
Investigation of a mitotically stable marker chromosome
lacking centromeric alpha satellite DNA.
Smith, Kim K 1; Chapman C 2
' Oxford Medical Genetics Laboratories, The Churchill, Oxford OX3 7LJ 2 Clinical
Genetics, The Churchill, Oxford OX3 7LJ

3.001
Two cases of unusual trisomy 18 mosaicism
Martin, Fiona 1; Slavotinek, A 2; Kingston, H 2
' North-West Regional Cytogenetics Unit, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester M13 OJH;
2 Department of Clinical Genetics, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester M13 OJH

We describe two children with trisomy 18 in blood lymphocytes but
unusual presentations for this karyotype. The first child was investigated
at age 8 months for repeated respiratory tract infecffons, failure to thrive
and facial dysmorphism. The blood karyotype was 47, XX, +18 in all 30
cells examined, but a skin sample showed normal female chromosomes,
46, XX, in 30 cells. At 19 months of age, she had mild developmental
delay with growth along the 3rd centile. An MRI scan demonstrated a
large arachnoid cyst, cardiac and renal scans were normal. The second
child was referred at 4 months with poor weight gain and facial
dysmorphism. The blood karyotype was 47, XX, +18 in 30 cells. The
fibroblast karyotype was 47, XX, +i(18p)(47/60 cellsy 47, XX, +18 (9/60
cellsy 46, XX (4/60 cells). At age 1 year, she had dysmorphic features
more in keeping with tetrasomy 18p than trisomy 18, developmental delay
and growth along the 10th centile. The clinical course in both children is
milder than indicated by their blood karyotypes. This is due to mosaicism
in at least one other tissue. We discuss mosaicism for trisomy 18 and
tetrasomy 18p with respect to clinical features and survival.

3.002
Method for confirmation of prenatally detected
aneuploidy using interphase FISH on touch preparations
of fetal tissue
Parsons, Emma J 1; Gould, S 2
' Medical Genetics Laboratories, The Churchill, Headington, Oxford, OX3 7LJ 2

Department of Paediatric Pathology, John Radcliffe Hospital, Headington, Oxford

The aim of this study was to develop a working protocol for the rapid
confirmation of prenatally detected aneuploidy using the technique of
interphase fluorescence in situ hybridisation on touch preparations of fetal
tissue. The touch preparation technique was developed using fetal lung
tissue. Nuclear imprints were made by gently touching the tissue onto
glass slides and fixing for 20 minutes in methanol:acetic acid (3:1).
Aneuploidy was confirmed by hybridisation of the interphase nuclei with
the appropriate FISH probes. Following optimisation of the FISH
procedure for touch preparations and development of analysis and scoring
criteria, lung samples from 26 fetuses were processed by the interphase
FISH technique. Of these samples, 11 were referred for confirmation of
prenatally detected aneuploidy. The remaining 15 samples were referred
for routine cytogenetic analysis following premature fetal demise and
found to be diploid. The method proved to be highly successful providing
results within 2 days with a 100% success rate for the confirmation of
trisomy for chromosomes 21, 18 and 13, triploidy and effectively
distinguished between diploid and aneuploid samples. The technique was
also found to be suitable for macerated tissues.

An eleven year old male with moderate mental retardation was found to
carry a supernumerary marker chromosome in 85% of lymphocytes.
Detailed banding and molecular cytogenetic studies were performed to
identify the chromosomal origin. Although the marker showed a positive
signal with a chromosome 8 paint, it failed to show any signal when
screened with a centromeric probe for chromosome 8 specific alpha-
satellite DNA. It was also C band negative. The functional components
of centromeres have not been fully characterised. Alpha-satellite DNA is
located at the primary constriction and is associated with specific
centromere proteins suggesting a primary role in the structure and/or
function of the centromere. This case supports other rare reports of
mitotically stable fragments derived from non-centromeric regions,
suggesting activation of latent centromeres.

3.004
Phenotypic variation in two cases with tissue specific
trisomy 8
Smith, Kim K 1; Traherne J 2; Huson S3
' Oxford Medical Genetics Laboratories, The Churchill, Oxford OX3 7LJ 2Wellcome
Trust Centre for Human Genetics, Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford 3 Clinical
Genetics, The Churchill, Oxford OX3 7LJ.

A five year old male with a normal karyotype in lymphocytes and trisomy
8 in fibroblasts showed the classic phenotype associated with trisomy 8
mosaicism. A six year old male with trisomy 8 in lymphocytes and a
normal karyotype in fibroblasts showed a normal phenotype but presented
with a low platelet count. Both patients were investigated by
microsatellite analysis for uniparental disomy (UPD) for chromosome 8.
Biparental inheritance was proven thus excluding UPD and suggesting an
altemative mechanism for the difference in phenotypes
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3.005
Study of the small ring chromosomes found in a series
of patients with Ring X Turner Syndrome
Wilson, Liz 1; Armstrong, SJ 2; Keohane, A 3; El Abd, S 4; Patton, MA I
Hulten, MA 5.
SW Thames Regional Genetics Services, St George's Hospital, Blackshaw Road,

London SW 17 ORE; 2 Department of Biological Sciences 3 Department of
Anatomy, University of Birmingham, Birmingham ; 4 Department of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, St George's Hospital, Blackshaw Road, London SW17 ORE;
s Regional Genetics Services. Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham.

A series of patients with 45,X/46,X,r(X) karyotype and learning disability
were studied. The ring in each case was smaller than a G group
chromosome. The rings were confirmed to be X in origin by FISH with an
X centromeric probe and X paint. They were investigated for the
presence of the XIST (X inactive Specific Transcript) locus using FISH.
The replication status and transcriptional activity of the rings were
investigated using a late pulse of BrdU and immunofluorescence with
antibodies to acetylated histone H4 isoforms respectively. The inactive X
chromosome in somatic cells of females is late replicating and marked by
lack of H4 acetylation. All rings were shown to contain XIST. Some of
the rings were late replicating while others were early replicating by BrdU.
H4 acetylation demonstrated bright fluorescence in transcriptionally active
rings. It has previously been suggested that only the ring X chromosomes
deleted for XIST were unable to inactivate. It was thought that the
resulting overexpression of X chromosome genes could lead to learning
disability. However we describe cases where rings containing XIST are
still unable to inactivate. Although we have not yet assessed XIST
expression our results suggest that there may be other sequences
besides XIST involved in X chromosome inactivation.

3.006
Germline duplication of chromosome 2p with
neuroblastoma
Patel, Jatin S; Pearson J2; Willat L3; Andrews TA (3,4);Beach R 5; Green
AJ (1.4,6)
'Department of Medical Genetics, 3 Department of Cytogenetics, Box 134,
Addenbrooke's NHS Trust, Cambridge CB2 2QQ, 2Department of Cytogenetics,
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, Brunswick Road, Norwich NR1 3SR; 4 Department of
Pathology, University of Cambridge; sDepartment of Paediatrics, Norfolk and
Norwich Hospital,'unswick Road, Norwich NR1 3SR; *Department of Medical
Genetics, University of Cambridge

A growth retarded male infant was born with postaxial polydactyly, scalp
aplasia, a deformed rib cage, a small buried penis, hypertelorism,
micrognathia and low set dysmorphic ears. Partial trisomy 13 was
clinically suspected. The karotype was de novo 46,XY,13q+. However, a
whole chromosome 13 paint did not hybridise to the extra chromosomal
material, discounting the clinical diagnosis. The child developed
seizures, and had significant developmental delay and growth retardation.
At the age of 17 months, he developed two large masses arising from the
adrenal glands. In view of the multiple abnormalities, conservative care
was adopted, and the child died soon after. A limited post-mortem showed
the abdominal masses to be neuroblastoma. In view of the development
of a neuroblastoma, we surmised that the extra constitutional
chromosomal material contained a proto-oncogene. The commonly
amplified oncogene in neuroblastoma is n-myc on chromosome 2p. We
therefore repeated FISH studies with a whole chromosome 2 paint, which
hybridised to the unidentified material on 13q. The cosmid probe
CEB1/CEBI11 from subtelomeric 2p also hybridised to the additional
material on 13q. The final karyotype was therefore 46,XY, -13,
+der(13)t(2;13)(p23;q34). We therefore hypothesise that a duplication of
2p, including the n-myc proto-oncogene, predisposed to neuroblastoma in
this case.

3.007
De Novo direct duplication 14q(11.2-+13).
Suri, Mohnish; Masters, K; Rodgers, C; Brueton, L.
Kennedy-Galton Centre, Northwick Park & St Mark's Hospital NHS Trust, Harrow,
UK

Partial trisomy of 14q is a rare condition with about 30 cases reported in
the literature. We report on a 36-year-old patient with mental retardation
who had a de novo direct duplication of chromosome 14q(l 1.2-.13). A
duplication of this region of 14q has not been previously reported. The
proband was referred with a history of developmental delay and learning
problems. She had squint surgery as a child. Her hair had started
greying in her twenties and she had a tendency to flap her hands when
excited. There was no history of seizures. On examination, OFC was on
the 75th centile. There was an acneiform rash with a butterfly distribution
over her face. She had a prominent nose and a wide mouth but was not
overtly dysmorphic. Systemic examination was normal. Chromosome
analysis showed that her karyotype was 46,XX, dup(14)(ql1.2q13). DNA
studies showed that she had two normal size FMR-1 alleles and that she
had both parental alleles with probes PW71b and Kb17. Both parents had
normal karyotypes. This patient with mental retardation, minimal facial
dysmorphism and hand-flapping was shown to have a 14q12 duplication.
This previously unreported chromosomal syndrome is not associated with
a distinct phenotype.
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3.008
A rapid culture method for perinatal tissue samples
Kitchen, Alison'; Hardy, Graham'; Hult_n, Majl
'Regional Cytogenetics Laboratory, Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, Bordesley
Green East, Birmingham B9 5SS

In an attempt to reduce the time in culture for our solid tissue samples, a

comparison was made between our current technique and a new method
using tissue disaggregation. An improved technique for culturing solid
tissues was developed and is described which utilises Collagenase and a

modified medium enabling cells to be harvested after an average of 10
days for villus samples and 5 days for skin samples. This shows an

improvement of up to 50% for the time in culture and also in the success

rate for villus cultures was also seen. Chromosome preparations

produced were consistently suitable for cytogenetic analysis. There was

no apparent difference in quality using this method to that of conventional
techniques. We are currently evaluating other tissues with this technique.

3.009
Clinical audit of seven years experience in early prenatal
diagnostic testing for cytogenetic abnormality
Waters, Jonathan; Hardy, G; Newman, B; Leedham, P; Hulten M.
West Midlands Regional Genetics Services, Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham, B9
5SS

Early amniocentesis (EA) is increasingly regarded as an altemative to
chorion villus sampling (CVS) at 10-14 weeks. We have audited our

laboratory experience with these two techniques over the last seven

years. A total of 409 amniotic fluid samples and 973 CVS samples were

audited. The average gestational age for CVS was 11 weeks and for EA
was 13 weeks. Success rates were 99% and 97% respectively with
average reporting times of 19 days and 8 days. The percentage of
samples where the indication for prenatal diagnosis was matemal age was
76% and 79% respectively. No trend was apparent for this percentage for
either sampling method over the audited period. For EA there were four
pregnancy losses (1.7%) and 9 outcome anomalies (3.7%); for CVS the
figures were 22 (3.7%) and 7 (1.2%). It is recognised that the method of
termination of pregnancy is gestational age dependent and will influence
the choice of sampling procedure. Nevertheless, the audit provides
evidence for the view that early amnmiocentesis may well be a sensible
altemative for the apparently large proporton of relatively low-risk women
(matemal age indication only) who currently undergo the relatively high-
risk procedure of CVS.

3.012
lnv(10)(pl1.2q21.2), a variant chromosome
Collinson, Morag 1; Fisher, A 1; Walker, J 2; Cume, J 3; Williams, L 4;
Roberts, P 5

' Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, SP2
8BJ; 2 North Trent Cytogenetics Services, Centre for Human Genetics, Langhill, 117
Manchester Road, Sheffield, SIO 5DN; 3 Oxford Medical Genetics Laboratories,
ChurchiDl Hospital, Headington, Oxford, OX3 7LJ;'4West Midlands Regional Genetic
Services, Birmingham Maternity Hospital, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TG; 5

Yorkshire Regional Cytogenetics Unit, St James' University Hospital, Leeds, LS9
7TF

We present 32 families from the Wessex and other regions in the UK in
which a pericentric inversion of chromosome 10 is segregating. In
addition, there are 9 families that we know of in which this inv(10) has
been reported in the literature. Ascertainment was through prenatal
diagnosis or other incidental means in 20/32 families. In the other 12
families probands were ascertained through a wide variety of mostly
distinct referral reasons, and in no case was the reason for referral
reflected in the parents or other family members. There has been, to our

knowiedge, no recorded instance of a recombinant chromosome 10
arising from this inversion, and no excess of infertility or spontaneous
abortion among carriers of either sex. We propose that this inv(10) can

be regarded as a variant analogous to the pericentric inversion of
chromosome 2(p 1q13). It is doubtful whether prenatal chromosome
analysis is jusfified for inv(10) carriers. In additon, family investigation of
carrier status may not be warranted in view of the unnecessary concern
this may cause parents and other family members.

3.013
A cytogenetic and molecular study of a large series of
patients with Tumer syndrome
Dalton, Paola 1; James, R 1; Skuse, D 2; Jacobs, P 1

' Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury,
Wilts, SP2 8BJ; 2 The Behavioural Sciences Unit, Institute of Child Health, 30
Gui/ford Street, London, WC1N 1EH

We are undertaking a phenotype/genotype correlation in a series of
patients with Tumer syndrome in order to determine (i) the level of
mosaicism using standard cytogenetic scoring of 100 cells in cultured
lymphocytes (ii) the replication status and molecular definition of all
structurally abnormal X chromosomes (iii) the parental origin of the
chromosome abnormality and (iv) the correlation of phenotype to
genotype with especial reference to social-cognitive functioning. To date
we have completed cytogenetic analysis on 128 patients; 59 had a 45,X
constitution; 24 had a r(X) in a proportion of their cells; 21 had an i(Xq) in
all, or a proporton, of their cells; 7 had a del(Xp) and 6 had a structurally
abnormal Y chromosome in all, or a proportion of, their cells. Three
patients had a large pseudodicentric X chromosome and only 8 patients
were mosaics with a 45,X/46,XX or 45,X/47,XXX constitution. The source

of the abnormality was paternal in 75 cases and maternal in 38, but the
ratio differed significantly among the different classes of abnormality.
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3.014
Validation of a sub-telomeric probe and its amplification
in cytogenetic duplications of 8p with no detectable
phenotypic effect
Joyce, Christine; Collinson, M; Barber, J
Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, SP2
8BJ

Small cytogenetic duplications of chromosome 8p23.1 without detectable
phenotypic effect have previously been found in 4 families analysed in
this laboratory. A further patient was recently ascertained together with
his wife for recurrent miscarriages. Results of fluorescence in situ
hybridisation (FISH) with a putative sub-telomeric YAC to a complex
abnormality of chromosome 8
(inv dup del(8)(:pl 1.2->p23.1::p23.1-qter)
had excluded the YAC from the distal tip of chromosome 8 (including
D8S201) but suggested that it mapped to band 8p23.1. When applied to
the cytogenetic duplication in the newiy ascertained family, the YAC
hybridised strongly to the duplicated chromosome in a manner consistent
with amplification of the sequences for which this probe is specific. These
results emphasise the need to validate the cytogenetic mapping of probes
on established rearrangements before their prospective use for the
detection of new abnormalities. They also provide confirmation of the
euchromatic origin of apparent 8p duplications found in this and other
cytogenetic laboratories. Taken together with recently reported deletions
of chromosome 5 and duplications of chromosomes 6 and 15, these
families underline the variation in phenotype that can be associated with
the direct transmission of some chromosome imbalances.

3.015
Triplication of proximal chromosome 15q in association
with inv dup(1 5); cytogenetic and molecular analysis
Long, Fiona 1; Duckett, D 2; Billan, L 2; Crolla, J I
I Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury,
Wilts, SP2 8BEJ; 2 Leicestershire Cytogenetics Service, Leicester Royal Infimary
NHS Trust, Leicester, LEI 5WW

A 4 year old female was referred because of severe developmental delay.
Conventional cytogenetic analysis showed a non-mosaic karyotype of
47,XX,dup(15)(q?11.q?15),+inv dup(15)(pter-q?11). Parental karyotypes
were normal. FISH was performed using probes from 15q11-q13
including the Prader-Willi/Angelman Syndrome critical regions (PWASCR).
The mar(15) was shown to be dicentric and positive for D15S18, but
negative for all PWASCR probes. The dup(15) showed three distinct
copies of two PWASCR probes D15S1I and SNRPN, and duplication or
possibly triplication at the other 5 loci tested. Results of PCR analyses
using polymorphic proximal 15q primers showed dosage levels compatible
with four copies of D15S128 and GABRB3. Other PWASCR loci also
showed increased dosage and that the additional material was maternal in
origin. This is the first report of a triplication of proximal 15q together with
a mar(15). A previous report of a 15q triplication suggested that the
imbalance had arisen following an illegitimate meiotic recombination
between a mar(15) and a normal 15 homologue, following which the
marker was lost. This case suggests a similar aetiological mechanism but
with retenbon of the marker.

3.016
Improved growth of solid tissues, including paediatric
tumours, on coverslips under low oxygen tension.
Ross, Fiona; Cockwell, A; Fisher, A; Moore, K; Wells, S; Wilkinson, T;
Crolla, J
Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, Wilts,
UK

This Laboratory uses in situ coverslip cultures under 5% oxygen to
produce average amniotic fluid reporting times of 8 days. This technique
has been adapted for growing chorionic villus biopsy specimens(CVS),
solid tissues and paediatric solid tumours by the addition of short term
digestion with either 165 or 500U/ml collagenase 1A. Cultured CVS
reporting times have been reduced from 10 to 8 days with a 100%
success rate and solid tissue reporfing times reduced from 27 to 15 days
with an increase in success rate from 76% to 86%. Metaphase quality for
both CVS and solid tissues has been simultaneously improved. Ten
paediatric tumours have been studied to date involving 7 different tumour
types. All 10 samples yielded excellent quality metaphases for analysis,
including 3 where the only tissue available was a small portion of a needle
biopsy. Nine of these showed one or more abnormal clones. Thus this
technique has considerable advantages for all the solid tissues studied,
but it may well have most impact in tumour cytogenetics where its
success rate seems to be especially high, and where its ability to yield
results of high quality from very small samples may be of particular
benefit.

3.017
The use of a sub-telomeric repeat to characterise a
subtle (4;9) translocation: a cautionary tale
Wilkinson, Tracy; Joyce, C; Crolla, J
Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury,
Wiltshire, SP2 8fJ

Amniocentesis was performed at 15 weeks gestation on a 27 year old
woman whose husband carries a balanced reciprocal translocation -
t(4;9)(p16.3;q34.1). Because of the subtle nature of the rearrangement,
FISH studies on the carrier were used to determine which probes would
be useful in confirming the prenatal cytogenetic analysis. Whole
chromosome paints for chromosomes 4 and 9 were uninformative and the
D4S96 probe, specific for the Wolf-Hirschhom region in 4p16.13, was
present on both the normal and the der(4). FISH with the c-abl gene
probe which maps to 9q34.3 showed a signal on the normal 9 and the
der(4) and was subsequently used to confirm the presence of the der(4) in
the amniotic fluid. By contrast, the 9q subtelomeric probe, cosmid
2048a5 hybridised to both the normal 9 and the der(9) and not to the
der(4) as would be expected. Further studies using normal controls
confirmed that the cosmid maps proximal to c-abl on 9q. The results
obtained from this case illustrate the need to establish the location of sub-
telomeric repeat probes before their diagnostic use in the analysis of
subtle chromosome rearrangements.
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3.018
Two patients with Turner syndrome and a Y chromosome
Quilter, Claire 1; Taylor, K 1; Nathwani, NC 2; Delhanty, JDA I
' Clinical Cytogenetics, UCLH, The Galton Laboratory, London NWI 2HE; 2 The
Cobbold Laboratories, The Middlesex Hospital, London WI

We discuss two cases with a 45,X cell line and a second cell line
containing a Y chromosome. Cytogenetic analysis was carried out on
blood lymphocytes from each patient and gonadal tissue from case 2. The
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify eight loci
distributed over intervals I to 6 of the Y chromosome. Fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) was used to augment results. Case 1: A ten
year old girl was referred with typical stigmata of Tumer syndrome.
Routine cytogenetic analysis revealed a 45,X karyotype. PCR analysis
was positive for 6 out of 8 of the Y chromosome loci. Further cytogenetic
analysis detected the presence of a marker chromosome in 3/100
metaphases. This marker appears to be a deleted Y chromosome which
is in agreement with the PCR results. Case 2: This patient was noted to
be relatively short and underwent cytogenetic investigation at the age of
five. Her karyotype was
45,X,inv(5)(p14q1 1.2)/47,X,+idic(Y)(p1I.?3),+idic(Y)(p 11.?3),
inv(5)(p14q1 1.2 ). Parental chromosomes were also examined. Her
gonads were removed at the age of twelve and the left gonad showed
microscopic foci of gonadoblastoma. Blood lymphocytes were re-
examined cytogenetically and PCR analysis gave positive results for all 8
Y chromosome loci.

3.019
Abnormal Offspring with Balanced Familial Reciprocal
Translocations: A Study of the Chromosomes and
Breakpoints Involved with Regards to Fragile Site
Linkage.
Coles, Polly; Dyson, Michael John
North Trent-Cytogenetics Service; Centre for Human Genetics; 117, Manchester
Road; Sheffield; SIO 5DN.

In a retrospective study of 40731 individuals referred for diagnostic
cytogenetic analysis, we identified 13 cases in which a balanced
reciprocal translocation in a clinically affected proband was shown to be
familial. These were examined for evidence to support a link betwNn
chromosome breakpoints at known fragile sites and an increased risk of
sub-microscopic rearrangements leading to phenotypic abnormality, as
has been suggested in recent literature. Comparison was made with a
control group fortuitously ascertained through prenatal diagnosis.
From the findings we conclude that there is no apparent increased
association between chromosome breakpoints at known fragile sites and
phenotypic abnormality in inherited cases with balanced reciprocal
translocations. However, further more extensive studies may well be
appropriate to eliminate statistical inaccuracy due to the small number of
cases investigated.

3.020
Two further cases of variation in band 8p23.1. Not
always a benign variant?
Williams, Lisa; Larkins, S; Roberts, E; Davison, E.V
Regional Cytogenetics Unit, Birmingham Women's Hospital, Birmingham B15 2TG

Two cases are described with cytogenetically indistinguishable apparent
variations of chromosome 8p. Both cases have additional G band
negative material within band 8p23.1 confirmed to be of chromosome 8
origin by fluorescent in-situ hybridisation. Case I was detected in an
amniotc fluid referred due to an increased risk of Down syndrome on
maternal serum screening. The aberrant chromosome 8 was found to be
paternally inherited and the pregnancy resulted in a phenotypically normal
baby. Case 2 is a developmentally delayed 18 month old boy. In this
patient the chromosome anomaly was a de novo finding. This now brings
the total number of similar reported cases of variant 8p23.1 to nine, six of
which appear to be normal variants of no clinical significance. The other
three cases displayed a variety of inconsistent clinical problems i.e. short
stature, recurrent miscarriages and our case with developmental delay. It
is likely that in many families this abnormality is a benign variant of no
clinical significance. However, in our second case with apparent de novo
origin, the variation may represent a small duplication with phenotypic
consequences and this highlights the necessity of parental chromosome
studies prior to any clinical interpretation.

3.021
Recurrent miscarriage in association with a mosaic
translocation between homologous chromosomes.
Smith; Philip 1; Chia; KV 2; Small; F I; Timothy; J I
' Regional Cytogenetics Unit, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, M13 OJH 2 Bolton
General Hospital, Bolton, 8L4 ORJ

A male patient, aged 20 years, was referred for cytogenetic analysis
following his partner's recurrent miscarriage. A mosaic karyotype was
found: 18/30 cells 46,XY and 12/30 cells 46,XY,t(1 1;1 1)(p15;q13.1) His
partner had an apparently normal female karyotype. Structural
rearrangements in mosaic form are rare. Since this was an unusual
finding, a repeat sample was requested in order to verify this result and
determine its significance. Analysis of the repeat sample confirmed the
previous result: 22/30 cells 46,XY and 8/30 cells
46,XY,t(1 1;1 1)(p1 5;ql 3. 1).
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